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Historical Overview 
 

The McLean County Association for Home and Community education found its origin in 
1918 by the efforts of  (Mrs. Spencer (Hazle Buck) Ewing; petitioning the sitting Illinois 
Secretary of State Louis Lincoln Emmerson. Her request was met with a charter recognizing the, 
“McLean County Home Improvement Association,” as a coordinating committee with the United 
States Department of Agriculture and University of Illinois extension, tasked with community 
betterment through educational programs centered around family life. 

 Early educational packets provided to members provided information on crop 
development, food preparation, furniture construction and a variety of other home development 
projects. By 1920, Mrs. Ewing had begun a campaign to expand the membership of the 
association, traveling to various townships with the intent to garner fifty members from each. A 
rousing success, Mrs. Ewing effectively increased the McLean County Home Bureau 
Association to a prodigious size, forming individual township clubs known as “units.” As 
membership grew, so did ideas for more community outreach programs; as did the apparent need 
for a new name for the organization presumably. In 1920 the original character would be re-
submitted to the Illinois Secretary of State requesting a name change, resulting in the formation 
of the McLean County Home Bureau. A similar result would occur twice over: Once in 1962 
with the change to the McLean County Homemakers Extension Association (HEA), and again in 
2001 changing the name to its current moniker, the McLean County Association for Home and 
Community Education (HCE).    

Presumably, the frequent name changes for the association were due to an ever-
increasing membership, as the organization continued to coordinate specialized education 
programs with their respective communities. The HCE did this through careful coordination with 
partnering county boards along with the efforts of their various officers and members. 
Educational projects and presentations frequently shared vital information about public health 
and community safety. These presentations culminated into frequent banquets and events to be 
held with HCE members and individuals within the community. However, the HCE continued 
their long tradition of home development, often publishing recipes and other articles related to 
the domestic environment. A variety of members also worked closely with the Pantagraph, with 
the intent to provide useful information to the public and announce their frequent events. The 
educational information provided by the HCE finds itself in a broad purview of public wellness 
and many special events were formed to reflect this, including: International nights, disaster 
preparedness, childhood safety and development, public health, and even simple vocational 
workshops. For some time the HCE also included itself in formulating a process for recognizing 
community members as, “Great American Families,” creating articles in local papers displaying 
the family and featuring their various successes.  

In 2018 the HCE continues to operate as a community outreach organization, finding its 
members affiliated with such associations as: the Illinois Association for Home and Community 
education (IAHCE), the National Volunteer Outreach Network (NVON), Country Women’s 
Council, USA (CWC), and the Association Country Women of the World (ACWW). 
Membership remains open enticing new members to join with promises of good food, and a 
better community.   
 
 

 



Scope 
 

The collection includes newspaper articles referencing the various HCE/HEA members 
and the projects they are involved in, letters from soldiers to the HCE, informational brochures 
which outline community projects, money receipts for various transactions done by the 
association, officer biographies, a VCR tape for the 80th Anniversary of the association, objective 
statements, various by-laws and legal papers which ordain the formation and alteration of laws 
concerning the HCE/HEA, secretary reports of meeting minutes for the HCE meetings, 
informational packets concerning health from ISU and OSF, photos of members, events and 
various projects by the HCE, HCE member lists, a plethora of recipes created by or collected by 
HCE members, Margaret Esposito Scholarship information, Ewing scholarship information, 
folders which specifically detail various HCE sponsored events, Education award forms, 
documents from the United States Department of Agriculture, various recommendations for 
educational activities, packets from the IDCFS, public health articles, a photocopy of the charter 
for the creation of the association, scrapbooks of HCE members and events and various other 
documents which involve the HCE. The collection materials make references to 1918 but most 
documents center around the 2000’s.  
 
 

Box and Folder Inventory 
 
Box 1: Normal Unit 1979-2018 
 
1.1 Yellow folder labeled, “Home Extension 1979-1983,” contains meeting minutes and 

member lists for the HCE from 1979-1983. 
1.2 Green binder which contains the articles for the Constitution of the McLean County 

Home Bureau along with officer roles and rules, meeting minutes from 1969 are also 
included.  

1.3 Metal recipe box colored yellow which contains membership cards, filled out by various 
prospects for HCE. 

1.4 Lime green bag which contains a variety of documents on the Normal HEA unit 
including: Golden HCE members, money receipts and meeting minutes from 2000-2017. 

1.5 Bag labeled, “University of Illinois Extension,” which holds a variety of documents for 
the Illinois Association for Home and Community Education, the state Association of 
County HCE units, this includes: Maps, brochures, and a money receipt book, 2004-
2018. 
 

Box 2: History 1982-1989 
  
2.1 Photocopy of certificate 927 from the Illinois Secretary of State Louis L. Emmerson 

which constitutes the formation of the McLean County Home Improvement Association, 
1918. 



2.2 Photocopy of certificate 927 revision from the Illinois Secretary of State Louis L. 
Emmerson which constitutes a name change for the McLean County Improvement 
Association to, “McLean County Home and Community Education Association,” 1932.  

2.3 Various program documents for HCE including: recipes, activities, board minutes and 
photos, 1982-1989. 

2.4  Blue folder containing HCE brochures which detail a variety of upcoming events that are 
sponsored by the HCE, 1988. 

2.5 Blue binder which contains all meeting minutes for HCE meetings from 1985-1989, 
within the meeting minutes are lists of presiding members, events that are going to be 
held and the various discussions that occurred at the meeting.  

2.6 Grey binder labeled, “Child Care Task Force,” which includes a booklet on employer 
assisted child care, photos of a banquet which was held by the HCE child task force, 
member list of the involved HCE members and program documents which outline the 
task force’s objectives.  

 
Box 3: Different Years Advisors  
 
3.1 Folder marked, “Study Group I,” which contains information about antique study group I 

an HCE sponsored research group, the folder includes: program information, group 
designation forms, meeting location information documents, contact sheets and lists of 
various activities to be practiced. 

3.2 Folder marked, “Study Group II,” which contains information about antique study group 
II an HCE sponsored research group, the folder includes: program information, group 
designation forms, meeting location information documents, contact sheets and lists of 
various activities to be practiced. 

3.3 Folder marked, “Study Group IV,” which contains information about antique study group 
IV an HCE sponsored research group, the folder includes: program information, group 
designation forms, meeting location information documents, contact sheets and lists of 
various activities to be practiced. 

3.4 Blank folder containing correspondences from various individuals to HCE members.  
3.5 Folder marked, “American Families,” which contain various newspaper clippings, photos 

and forms to be filled out for families who are prospective, “American Families” to be 
featured in the local paper.  

3.6 Large white binder labeled, “Margaret Esposito Scholarship,” which contains: 
correspondence of individuals receiving or applying for scholarships, scholarship 
information, Margaret Esposito brief biography and a plethora of documents which 
outline the formation of a scholarship fund.  

3.7 Green folder labeled, “Ewing Scholarship Chairman,” which contains: scholarship 
information, correspondence of scholarship winners and a variety of fund creation 
documents which outline the formation of a scholarship fund.  

 
Box 4: Letters from Soldiers 
 
4.1 White binder labeled, “Soldier Letter Collection,” which includes a variety of letters from 

soldiers to the HCE or letters to soldiers, also included are awards which honor HCE 



members involved with veteran affairs and photos of HCE activities involving war relief 
and photos of such activities and the soldiers involved, 2008-2010. 

4.2 Green binder labeled, “Soldier Letter Collection,” which includes a variety of letters from 
soldiers to the HCE or letters to soldiers, also included are awards which honor HCE 
members involved with veteran affairs and photos of HCE activities involving war relief 
and photos of such activities and the soldiers involved, 2007-2009.  

4.3 White thin binder labeled, “Soldier Letter Collection,” which includes a variety of letters 
from soldiers to the HCE or letters to soldiers, also included are awards which honor 
HCE members involved with veteran affairs and photos of HCE activities involving war 
relief and photos of such activities and the soldiers involved, 2011-2013. 

4.4 White Binder labeled, “Soldier Letter Collection,” which includes a variety of letters 
from soldiers to the HCE or letters to soldiers, also included are awards which honor 
HCE members involved with veteran affairs and photos of HCE activities involving war 
relief and photos of such activities and the soldiers involved. 

4.5 Various documents published by the HCE including: programs, recipes, procedures for 
lessons, meeting minutes, and photos.  

 
Box 5: 1993-1999 
 
5.1 HEC newspaper publications bundled in a rubber band binding includes a variety of HCE 

concerned articles within the stack, 1993.   
5.2 Red IL ROBI folder which contains HCE program suggestions for educational activities 

along with the corresponding sources these activities were found at, 1993. 
5.3 Annual meeting reports for HCE which includes IAHCE education award forms, along 

with the various special events that were sponsored by the HCE, 1994. 
5.4 Various HCE related documents including: newspaper clippings, recipes, board minutes, 

program forms, and photos.  
5.5 Green binder which contains all meeting minutes for HCE meetings from 1996, within 

the meeting minutes are lists of presiding members, events that are going to be held and 
the various discussions that occurred at the meeting.  

5.6 VHS tape labeled, “As Time Goes By…H.E.A. 80th Anniversary.”  
5.7 Folder marked Pam Poyker which contains board meeting minutes from 1998, within the 

meeting minutes are lists of presiding members, events that are going to be held and the 
various discussions that occurred at the meeting.  

5.8 Pink folder marked, “God’s visions for a Just World,” contains meeting minutes from 
1998-1999, within the meeting minutes are lists of presiding members, events that are 
going to be held and the various discussions that occurred at the meeting.  

5.9 Folder marked, “Info for Clara Brian,” contains various HCE related documents 
including: newspaper clippings, HCE articles, correspondence, and photos, 1918-1945. 

5.10 HEA white and purple cookbook which contains recipes collected or created by the HEA 
from 1918 to 1993.  

 
Box 6: 2014-2018 Random Documents 
 
6.1 Various HCE related documents which include: newsletters, invitations to special events 

and newspaper clippings involving HCE members.  



6.2 “Illinois Great American Family,” booklet which contains information about various 
families who have merit to be featured as a family within the local paper, includes: 
newspaper clippings, photos, GAF forms, and short biographies.  

6.3 Red folder marked, “McLean 2014,” which contains photos of programs that the HCE 
were involved in or sponsored along with report forms for the IAHCE education awards.  

6.4 Blue folder marked, “McLean County International 2014,” which contains documents 
about international nights sponsored by the HCE, these nights consisted of programs 
designed to educate about foreign countries and their associated cultures.  

6.5 Blue folder marked, “Cultural Enrichment Special Activity 2014,” which contains recipes 
for Halloween, along with a variety of recipes and activities associated with the cultural 
education program involved in HCE international nights.  

6.6 Green folder marked, “Copy of 2015 Mini Stipend,” which contains a copy of the 
documents found in the folder outlined in 6.4.  

6.7 Red folder marked, “2014,” which contains information regarding a quilting special 
activity sponsored by the HCE which involved Advocate BroMenn medical center and 
various schools around McLean county, also includes signatures from students and 
photos of the various quilts and quilters.  

6.8 Blue binder which contains various document clippings for 2014 of IAHCE articles. 
6.9 Red folder marked, “District 5 McLean County Membership Report-Special Activity 

Disaster Preparedness,” which contains information corresponding to an HCE sponsored 
special event which educated individuals about disaster preparedness, includes: 
brochures, photos and educational documents. 

6.10  Red folder marked, “District 5 McLean County Membership Report,” which contains 
various HCE documents which outline membership roles and member lists for McLean 
County School District 5.  

6.11 White binder which includes all Secretary minutes for 2014 board meetings, the minutes 
include what was discussed at the meetings along with presiding members.  

6.12 Green binder marked, “County of the Year,” which contains photos which correspond 
with events held in coordination with District 5.  

6.13 Blue folder marked, “2014,” which contains copies of documents found in 6.4. 
6.14 Blank blue folder, which contains copies of documents found in 6.5. 
6.15 Blank blue folder, which contains copies of documents found in 6.5. 
6.16 Green folder marked, “2014,” which contains copies of documents found in 6.9. 
6.17 Blue folder marked, “2014,” which contains documents for the “Smart-Health” exercise 

program sponsored by the HCE, the program documents include exercise sheets, 
progress reports, member lists, and various photos of participants.  

6.18 Blank green folder, which contains copies of the 2015 IAHCE education awards, along 
with their recipients.  

6.19 Blank blue folder, which contains copies of documents found in 6.4. 
6.20 Blank dark blue folder, which contains copies of documents found in 6.4. 
6.21 Blank green folder, which contains copies of documents found in 6.4. 
6.22 Blank purple folder which contains copies of documents found in 6.4. 
6.23 Red binder which contains the IAHCE education awards for January30th, 2017. 
6.24 Yellow folder marked, “McLean County Membership and Friendship Tea, February 17th, 

2018,” which include documents that correspond to the HCE tea event for HCE 



members, included are: photos, Golden HEA member lists, HCE member lists, and 
invitations. 

 
Box 7: Annual Meeting Booklets 1956-2013 
 
7.1 “A Thread of Blue Denim,” by Patricia Penton Leimbach, a book which details the 

farming lifestyle and day-to-day activities of Ohio farmers.  
7.2 Various documents which include: HEA informational packets, community board forms, 

meeting minutes, member photos, activity photos and informational leaflets (covering 
water safety, food preparation procedures, healthy eating, and recipes). 

 
Box 8: 1919-1981 
 
8.1 Booklets from various years which contain: HCE reports, membership lists, newsletters, 

how-to’s for cooking and sewing, newspaper clippings and photos, 1919-1981. (Much of 
this information is loose but is summed up in the various “Reports and Summary” 
booklets from 1919-1981.) 

 
Box 9: 1990-1992 Various Newsletters 
 
9.1 Various documents including: HCE newsletters, newspaper clippings, membership 

reports, photos and informational booklets (covering food preparation, healthy safety, and 
mental health safety.) 

9.2 Envelope marked, “Golden HEA, May 1990,” which contains: Golden HEA banquet 
information, Golden HEA member lists, award certificates and various HEA published 
material by older members.  

9.3 Folder marked, “Health,” which contains annual meeting reports, this contains IAHCE 
education award forms, along with the various special events that were sponsored by the 
HCE, 1990. 

9.4 Purple binder labeled, “Wee Peopled Need Quality Care,” which features a boy holding a 
hand while bathed in a spotlight, the binder contains a button within the cover who’s 
façade is like that of the front of the folder, included is a large packet which details a 
youth development program sponsored by the HEA.  

9.5 Blue folder marked, “Special Friends,” which contains reference materials for childhood 
development from the IDCFS, the cover features drawn photos of a variety of children 
accompanied by a parent.  

9.6 Envelope marked, “McLean Young Homemaker,” which contain booklets for different 
age groups about risqué topics such as: Love and sex, adolescent development, drugs, 
alcohol, drugs and STD’s all from the IDASA. 

9.7 Blank blue folder, which contains a variety of HCE related documents such as: meeting 
minutes, special activity reports and informational packets.  

9.8 White folder marked, “AIDS,” which contains lesson reports by the HCE on the topic of 
AIDS, the lesson reports outline presentation objectives along with information on AIDS.  

9.9 Blue folder marked, “Children Daycare Gangs,” which contains a variety of magazines 
for children on the topic of child safety. 



9.10 Pink packet marked, “HEA Board 1991-1993,” which contains info on the HEA board 
members, including their role and a corresponding biography with each member.   

9.11 Blank blue binder, which contains HEA unit meetings and topic statements which were 
sent to the Pantagraph and then published.  

9.12 Teal folder marked, “1992 McLean County Membership,” which contains published 
material by the HEA for 1992, this includes newspaper articles and informational 
packets.  

9.13 Blue binder marked, “HEA Week October 11th-17th, 1992,” which contains the outlined 
goals of the HEA and their projects for October 11th-17th, includes photos and document 
clippings from the various activities throughout the week.  

9.14 Black binder which holds HEA Unit meetings and topic statements which were sent to 
the Pantagraph and then published.  

9.15 Blue binder which contains miscellaneous information about the conferences held by the 
HEA. 

9.16 Red binder which outlines officers induction into various HEA offices, includes photos of 
different officers orientation along with steps needed to fulfill an officer role.  

 
Box 10: 2000-20008 
 
10.1 Various documents published by the HCE including: recipes, board meetings, financial 

records and newsletters, 2000-2008. 
10.2 Binder marked, “Chocolate Fantasy,” which contains information about an event held by 

the HCE, inside details the events location and various activities included within it, 
additionally the binder includes board minutes which reference the event. 

10.3 Folder marked, “Florida Office Land Project,” which contains various newspaper 
clippings from The Normalite. 

10.4 Purple folder marked, “HCE 2007-2008 Leatha Poshard,” contains various documents 
created by HCE member Leatha Poshard, such as: word searches, brochures, 
correspondence and other related documents.  

10.5 Folder marked, “Great American Family,” which contains a family photo along with a 
newspaper, The Lexingtonian, which features the family and talks about them and how 
they came to be sponsored as a great American family by the HCE.  

10.6 Green folder marked, “90th HCE Annual Meeting 2008,” which contains meeting 
minutes, a member list, a sign in sheet and various envelopes addressed to members.  

10.7 Yellow folder covered in writing which contains a photo of Pat Perlokas and an article 
she authored about flour sacks. 

10.8 Beige folder marked, “2008,” which contains a variety of Pantagraph clippings which 
were originally composed by HCE members.  

10.9 Purple folder marked, “2007-2008 La Von Shultz,” contains a variety of documents 
concerning La Von Schultz such as: correspondence, newsletters, and a variety of other 
documents.  

10.10 Blank purple folder which contains IAHCE report forms for President’s awards through 
the HCE. 

10.11 Folder marked, “McLean County Public Relations 2008,” which details various 
community driven projects derived from the HCE, includes different calendars and 
brochures as well from 2008. 



10.12 Faux prescription pill bottle which contains a small info packet on the HCE. 
10.13 Pink and white cHCEkered picture book for the HCE which contains a variety of photos 

of members and events for 2008. 
 
Box 11: Miscellaneous  
 
11.1 Recipes for a variety of items published by the HCE, includes food items and potpourri.  
11.2 How-to booklets and packets for cooking with different appliances. 
11.3 Miscellaneous papers from OSF, ISU, and other colleges with contain educational 

material on health topics.  
11.4 Envelope which contains home makers lesson sheets from the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, the various documents include lessons on how to build a variety of home 
objects, prepare meals, harvest crops, etc. 

11.5 Blue binder marked, “McLean County Homemakers Extension Association,” which 
contains board minutes lessons, correspondence and other teaching materials, 1990-1997. 

11.6 Multitude of IAHCE newsletters bound in a variety of rubber bands.  
11.7 Packet labeled Parliamentary Procedures which explains the various procedures of the 

United States House of Representatives.   
11.8 Folder marked, “Money Making,” which contains information on HCE sponsored bake 

sales and other capital generating events. 
11.9 Envelope marked, “2012” which contains photos of HCE members. 

11.10 Extra copies of HEA Annual Conferences bound in two rubber bands.  
11.11 Blue folder marked, “1993 McLean County Membership,” the folder is divided into 

different sections: 75th Anniversary, Promotion, Golden HEA, Diamond Jubilee 
Cookbook and Special Activities, each section contains clippings from various 
documents which correspond with the divider.  
 

Box 12: 2009-2013 
 
12.1 Presentation booklets which include a IAHCE Education Special Award Sheet, which 

outlines what projects HCE are working on and will be presenting, following the 
booklets contain the projects, pictures of the presenters, along with other miscellaneous 
information, published by the HCE (2009-2013), 26 booklets. 

12.2 Folders marked, “Chocolate,” “Holiday Party,” and “Soldier Project,” which contain 
newspaper clippings of HCE projects. 

12.3 Plethora of loose papers published by HCE which cover a variety of topics including: 
meeting minutes, programs, newsletters, and photos.  

 
Box 13: Normal  
 
13.1 Bronze binder marked, “Price and Specifications manual,” contains various documents 

relating to HCE events in Normal, also includes a number of recipes, 2016-2017. 
13.2 Blue binder which includes all Secretary minutes by Dorothy Hoffman for 2000-2002 

board meetings, the minutes include what was discussed at the meetings along with 
presiding members.  

13.3 Green binder labeled, “Normal HEA,” contains operating procedures for HEA functions. 



13.4 Copies of emails to Eldon Smith from Pat and Paul Pulokan outlining the various HCE 
events that are being considered, along with brief descriptions of each.  

13.5 Various documents which outline officers in HCE, including their role, what unit they 
reside in and what county they derive themselves from. 

13.6 Red folder which contains by-law alterations, member reports and other HCE function 
documents from 2005-2006. 

 
Box 14: Eastsiders Unit Scrapbooks: 1997-2012 
 
14.1 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 2010 to 2012.  
14.2 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 2012 to 2014. 
14.3 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 2008-2010. 
14.4 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 1994 to 1996. 
14.5 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 1999 to 2002. 
14.6 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 1997 to 1999. 
 
Box 15: Downs Dawson Units Scrapbooks: 1918-2018 
 
15.1 Downs unit scrapbook: 1988 to 1993. 
15.2 Downs unit scrapbook: 1993 to 2007. 
15.3 Downs unit scrapbook: 2008 to 2009. 
15.4 Downs unit scrapbook: 2011 to 2014. 
15.5 Eastsiders unit scrapbook: 1918 to 2018. 
 
Box 16: Various Units Scrapbooks: 1918-2017 
 
16.1 Allin Township unit scrapbook: 1918 to 1998. 
16.2 Town and Country unit scrapbook: 1964 to 2003. 
16.3 Night Owls unit scrapbook: 2007 to 2008. 
16.4 Old Town Township and Old Town-Dawson HCE units’ scrapbook: 1917 to 1973.  
16.5 Dawson unit scrapbook: 1931 to 1962. 
16.6 Old Town unit scrapbook: 1917 to 1973. 
16.7 Gay Nighters unit scrapbook: 1965 to 1991. 
16.8 Bloomington Township unit scrapbook: 1918 to 1966. 
16.9 Bloomington City unit scrapbook: 1931 to 2017. 
 
Box 17: Dale Unit Scrapbooks: 1962-2017 
 
17.1 Allin unit scrapbook: 1992 to 1993. 
17.2 Allin unit scrapbook: 1998. 
17.3 Dale unit scrapbook: 1962 to 1966. 
17.4 Dale unit scrapbook: 1988 to 2009. 
17.5 Dale unit scrapbook: 1995 to 2000. 
17.6 Dale unit scrapbook: 1997. 
17.7 Dale unit scrapbook: 1998. 



17.8 Dale unit scrapbook: 2001. 
17.9 Dale unit scrapbook: 2005 to 2006. 

17.10 Dale unit scrapbook: 2013. 
17.11 Dale unit scrapbook: 2017. 
17.12 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1998. 
17.13 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1999 to 2000. 

 
Box 18: Projects Scrapbooks: 1991-1992 
 
18.1 “Aids,” information scrapbook. 
18.2 “Chocolate Fantasy,” scrapbook. 
18.3 “Disaster Event,” scrapbook: May 3rd, 2014. 
18.4 “Disaster Preparedness,” scrapbook: May 3rd, 2013. 
18.5 “Disaster Preparedness,” scrapbook: May 3rd, 2014. 
18.6 “Special Activities Trips,” notebook: 1992 to 1999. 
18.7 “Disaster Preparedness,” booklet: 2013. 
 
Box 19: Scrapbooks Misc. (1): 2006-2009  
 
19.1 Historian’s Book (1 of 2): 2006. 
19.2 Historian’s Book (2 of 2): 2006. 
19.3 Photo book, HCE 90th: July, 2008. 
19.4 Photo book, HCE 90th: July, 2008. 
19.5 HCE history scrapbook: 2008 to 2009. 
 
Box 20: Scrapbooks Misc. (2): 2009-2012 
 
20.1 Historian’s Book: 2009-2010. 
20.2 HCE Photo Album: 2010. 
20.3 HCE misc. scrapbook: 2011. 
20.4 HCE misc. scrapbook: 2011. 
20.5 HCE misc. scrapbook: 2011-2012. 
 
Box 21: Scrapbooks Misc. (3): 1968-1987 
 
21.1 “HCE 50th Anniversary,” scrapbook: 1968. 
21.2 “Memory book,” scrapbook: 1927 to 1968. 
21.3 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1918 to 1972. 
21.4 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1935 to 1947. 
21.5 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1958 to 1987. 
21.6 HCE misc. scrapbook: 1978 to 1979. 
21.7 Photos and articles taken from collection at museum and various other sources and then 

compiled, date from 1917 to 1987. 
 
 



Box 22: Scrapbooks Misc. (4): 2013-2017 
 
22.1 HCE misc. scrapbook: 2013 to 2014. 
22.2 “Awards Won,” scrapbook: 2016 to 2018. 
22.3 “McLean County, County of the Year Application,” scrapbook: 2017. 
22.4 “McLean County, County of the Year Application,” scrapbook: 2016. 
22.5 “Super Saturday IAHCE Conference,” scrapbook: 2017. 
 
Box 23: Scrapbooks Misc. (5): 1991- 1992 
 
23.1 “Annual Meeting,” scrapbook: 1994. 
23.2 “Recipes and Articles from Community Newsletter,” scrapbook: 1987 to 1991 
23.3 “Our 75th Year Diamond Jubilee,” scrapbook: 1992 to 1993. 
23.4 HCE misc. scrapbook: 2010 to 2017. 
23.5 Photos from the McLean County Fair dated 2010. 
23.6 “HEA Master List, by Alpha and Club,” scrapbook: 1991 to 1992. 
 


